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Paragraph 2.5., amend to read:

"2.5. "Group of seats" means either a bench-type seat, or seats which are separate but side by side (i.e. with common anchorages or anchorages situated at the minimal distance from each other, ensuring their mounting, operation and maintenance), and which accommodate one or more seated adult persons."

Paragraph 6.1.2. (Russian only), correct the word "quotient" (word "произведение" to read "отношение").

Paragraph 6.2.2., amend to read:

"......

(c) material(s) used for the lights situated in the luggage-racks, on the roof and/or inside the vehicle.

The result of the test ......"

Annex 4 (Russian only), correct the word and footnote reference in the heading, below the approval symbol (E in the circle) (word "касающееся 1/:" to read "касающиеся 2/:")

Annex 6,

Paragraph 1.2., correct to read:

"...... with the Technical Service, on the initial thickness of the material, which shall be mentioned in the test report.

Composite materials (see paragraph 6.1.3.) shall be tested ......"

Paragraph 1.3., amend the words "defined low-energy flame" to read "defined flame" and in Russian text only correct the words "в П-образном держателе" to read "в U-образном держателе"

Paragraph 2.2. (Russian only), correct the words "из двух П-образных металлических пластин" to read "из двух U-образных металлических пластин" and the words "нижнюю П-образную раму" to read "нижнюю U-образную раму".

Paragraph 4.5. (Russian only), correct the words "первую точку изменения." to read "первую точку измерения.".

Paragraph 4.5. (Russian only), align the beginning of the paragraph with the English text, to read:

4.7 Если образец не воспламеняется или его горение прекращается ......"

Annex 7, paragraph 2.1., amend to read:

2.1. The source of heat shall supply the density of the radiated heat 3 W/cm³, measured on a surface which is situated parallel to the surface of the radiator at a distance of 30 mm. The radiation is concentrated by a hemispheric reflector with the internal diameter of 100 ± 5 mm."
Annex 8,

Paragraph 2.1., amend to read:

"2.1. The specimen holder shall consist of a rectangular frame 560 mm high (see figure 1), with pins for the connection of the specimen to be tested. The mounting pins shall not be greater than 2 mm in diameter and at least 27 mm long. The specimen shall be located in a plane parallel to the frame in a distance of at least 20 mm. For fitting of a specimen in a parallel plane in the required distance from the frame, spacer stubs of 2 mm diameter may be provided near the pins. The specimen holder shall be fitted onto a suitable support to maintain the frame in a vertical position during the testing."

Paragraph 4.1. (Russian only), correct the temperature range "10°C-0°C" to read "10°C - 30°C".

Note by the secretariat: The final proposal by Belarus: to renumber (in Annex 8) "figure 3" into "figure 1" (reference to this figure is in para. 2.2.), and "figure 1" into "figure 3" (reference is in para. 2.4.) - and change the relative positions of the figures at the end of annex 8 - in order to put the figures and references to them in the order in which they appear in the text is of editorial nature only. If accepted, it would require to be applied in all three language versions of the proposal.